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ABSTRACT. Long-term observations ofGeorgian  the solar radio noise storms carried out at E. Kharadze
Georgian National Astrophysical Observatory on the solar radio telescope at 210 MHz are presented. It is
shown that there is a strong correlation between the amplitude of the noise storm, sunspot number and their
areas. © 2009 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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It is known that the discovery and study of the solar
radio emission played an important role in the investi-
gation of the processes occurring on the Sun. Radio
observations supply the results of optical investigations
and in some cases they are the only method of obtaining
information on the physical conditions of the genera-
tion and propagation of radio waves. It makes a valu-
able contribution to the understanding of physical pro-
cesses occurring in the solar atmosphere. They allow
studying the processes taking place at various levels of
the solar atmosphere. Radio observations have the ad-
vantage of attaining a high resolution for the heights in
the corona as the velocity of propagation of radio waves
distinctly depends on the medium density. This is par-
ticularly inherent to the 210 MHz emission band corre-
sponding to λ=1.43m.

Comparison of results obtained in different spectral
regions is an important method for the study of different
events occurring in the solar atmosphere. In the visible
region, comprising most of Sun radiation, the emission
variability is very small.  Our knowledge of the solar
activity has been essentially enlarged due to the devel-
opment and coordination of optical and radio observa-
tions.

The emission at different wavelengths arrives from
various depths of the solar atmosphere. Consequently, if
we change the wavelengths, investigation of the solar
atmosphere through all depths will be feasible.

Our attention is attracted by the fact that the solar
radio emission is manifested in two ways, as  “quies-
cent” and “disturbed” (i.e. “sporadic”) ones. Their dis-
tinguishing features are known as well [1].  They are
usually localized in active regions of the solar disc. Bursts
are considered to be a basic characteristic of solar activ-
ity, and therefore it is a significant object of investiga-
tion. The intensity of sporadic radioemission in the meter
band can exceed the emission of the quiescent Sun by a
few thousand times [2].

The radio emission of a “quiescent” Sun is explained
as the atmosphere thermal emission, the power of which
is estimated by means of the solar corona temperature.
The “disturbed” one is related to the features of the
solar surface [3].

It is established that the noise storms are connected
with large groups of spots in the photosphere, particu-
larly with those in the central part of the solar disc [4].
The probability of the emergence of radio emission in-
creases with the area of the whole group as well as with
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that of the largest spot [3]. Both the bursts and the back-
ground radiation have a high polarization degree amount-
ing to 100 per cent, with the magnetic field occurring
either in the region of the radio emission generation, or
at propagation of the radio waves in the corona [4].

The duration of noise storms can vary from a few
hours up to a few days in a wide range of frequencies
(50-100 MHz) [5]. On the whole, the phenomenon is
observable on meter waves and it represents increased
emission relative to the background basic level.

The issue whether the noise storm is connected with
other solar features, i.e. flares, is solved by various au-
thors in different ways. Some suggest that all the chro-
mosphere flares precede or coincide with the noise storm
in time [6]. Others believe that a noise storm is ob-
served only when there are strong chromosphere flares
of 2 or 3 points on the Sun [7].

 During 50-year intensive radio observations car-
ried out at Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory (Geor-
gia) we have found up to 500 cases showing clear con-
nection of the origin of noise storms with the solar ac-
tivity cycle.

 Solar radio observations in the meter bands
(λ=1.43 m, f=210 MHz) have been performed at
Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory since 1957 with
the solar radiotelescope consisting of three units: an
antenna feeder system, a radiometer with a recorder and
a power unit.

The antenna comprises 16 active semi-wave dipoles
situated on the plane over the reflecting screen. All the
dipoles are interconnected by means of the equiphase
asymmetric feeder and the antenna outlet - with the
radiometer inlet by cable. The antenna construction
permits it to be pointed to any sky region. The azimuth
directional pattern in horizontal and vertical planes is
12° and 17° respectively. The noise signal received from
the Sun through the antenna applies to the modulator
where it is modulated at the frequency of 100 Hz. The
modulated signal passes through the high frequency fil-
ter tuned at 210 MHz with the passband of 2 MHz.
Furthermore, a square-low detector is located on the
path of the high-frequency modulated signal being de-
tected. Finally, a low-frequency signal of 1000 Hz
emerges. The signal enters the heterodyne filter; here it
is amplified by means of a low-frequency amplifier with
maximum coefficient by 1000 times. It can be changed
using the control knobs situated on the facade panel of
the receiver. The amplified low-frequency signal passes
a synchronous filter transmitting the signal of the fre-
quency by which the high-frequency radio signal is
modulated. Further, the signal in the same heterodyne

filter is transformed into constant current, which is reg-
istered by a recorder.

The radiometer is provided with a rough channel
switching in case the signal of a certain value is ampli-
fied. On the recorder this signal is determined as 0.9 of
the scale. The signal is brought into the rough channel
from quadratic detector. Maximum enhancement of the
rough channel is 100 times less than that of the accurate
one. The rough channel is switched by the automatic
unit at closing the relay contacts connecting the recorder
to the power supply of 220 V. The rough channel is
disconnected by pressing the button on the facade panel
of the radiometer.

A noise generator is installed in the radiometer, from
which the signal passes to the modulator by means of
the toggle switch on the receiver facade panel.

The whole receiver is heat settled. The inside tem-
perature is kept 35° C by means of a thermo-stabilizing
unit operating from 220 V alternating current power
supply.

Relative calibration of the receiver is performed by
the noise generator on the diode at the beginning and
end of each observation. The absolute one is done by
comparison of the signal at the receiver output from the
calibration noise generator and that of Cassiopeia A
approximately once a year (duration of observation is 4-
6 hours a day).

The observations lasted for 4-6 hours a day. Highly
abundant  observational  data within 1957-2008, com-
prising the 5 solar cycles (maxima in 1957-1958, 1969-
1970, 1980-1981, 1990-1991, 2000-2001), are available.
The fifth cycle is at its ascending stage.

The signal was recorded with a plotter. The data are
represented in the coordinates of intensity-time. The
intensity in the units of 10-22 W M-2Hz-1 and Greenwich
Time (UT) are plotted along the axis of ordinates and
that of abscissas, respectively. The value of internal noises
is no more than 0.01 of the signal from the “quiescent
Sun”. When the solar radio emission is registered the
galaxy background is excluded. In case of the registra-
tion of a large solar radiation burst, many times exceed-
ing the level of the “quiescent” Sun, sensitivity of the
radiometer varied repeatedly. The records were copied
at a special laboratory.

The abundant data, collected over the past years,
clearly show that the noise storm is closely connected
with the solar spot or group of spots. The spot groups
often accompanied with solar radio storm are of E or F
types (according to the accepted classification). The fact
that the spots or spot group of opposite polarity could be
the source of the noise storm is established as well.
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Certain characteristics of the noise storm, such as dura-
tion and intensity, have close ties with the 11-year solar
activity cycle. All these parameters vary with the varia-
tion of solar activity.

Here we pay special attention to three cases from
our abundant data which show a clear connection of
noise storms origin with the solar activity cycle and
compare them with our contemporary optical observa-
tions and provide suitable analysis.

Fig. 1 shows the radio emission recorded on July
14, 1982. Fig. 2 shows the sunspot image of the same
day obtained with the photosphere-chromosphere tele-
scope of Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory.  Here
Wolf number is 270 and the total area occupied by sun-
spots is 1.735·103.

Fig. 3 is the diagram of the solar radio emission
obtained on July 9, 1996. The observation moments are
plotted on X-axis (in U.T.) and the emission intensity -

Fig. 2. Sunspots in the photosphere on July 14, 1982.

Fig. 4. Sunspots in the photosphere on July 9, 1996.

Fig. 6. Sunspots in the photosphere on December 16, 2005.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of solar radioemission recorded on July 9,1996.

Fig. 1. Diagram of solar radioemission recorded on July 14, 1982.
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Fig. 5. Diagram of solar radioemission recorded on December 16, 2005.
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at Y- axis (in 10-22 WM-2Hz-1). The diagram corresponds
to the type I radio emission [8], i.e. to the noise storm
produced in solar active areas observed in the optical
band.

Fig. 4 is an image of the sunspots on the same day,
when Wolf number attained 270 and the sunspot area
was 3.350×103 of the solar hemisphere. The chromo-
sphere flare of class 1 is detected, giving rise to the
noise storm observed in the radio band.

According to the observations of December 16, 2005,
an especially large sunspot group was observed on the east
solar limb near the North Pole (Fig. 5). At the same time
a noise storm, displayed in Fig. 6, was recorded in the
radio band. The diagram shows that this is a very inten-
sive one and varies within (40÷100)×10-22  WM-2 Hz-1

units.
Based on the statistical analysis of observational

data we conclude that in most cases the radio emission
is connected with the sunspot groups. In particular, the
noise storm is formed in the sunspot groups of a com-
plex pattern during the growth of large spots. Besides,

the maxima of radio emission and magnetic flux of large
sunspot groups coincide with the accuracy of a day. On
the other hand, the powerful magnetic flux of sunspot
group is a precursor of the strong chromosphere flare.

Various researchers [9] obtained similar results at
different frequency bands via the interferometric and
polarimetric observations. Based on some examples from
[10], one with variation of continuous constituent of the
noise storm, is closely connected to the area occupied by
sunspot groups. As for type I radiobursts, they reveal a
close connection with the variation of magnetic field ten-
sion related to the sunspots.

Further refinement and improvement of the mecha-
nism of the noise storm require optical observations of
the chromosphere flares and sunspots with magneto-
graphs too. Such kind of observations will allow regis-
tering both the magnetic field tension of large sunspots
and variation of their area with the time interval of an
hour. Besides, one should record the noise storm with
broad band radiospectrographs of different frequencies,
interferometers and polarimeters.

astronomia

mzis radiogamosxiveba (f = 210 mhc) sixSireze da misi

kavSiri mzeze mimdinare optikur movlenebTan

S. maqandaraSvili

e. xaraZis abasTumnis erovnuli astrofizikuri observatoria, i. WavWavaZis saxelmwifo universiteti, Tbilisi

(warmodgenilia akademikos j.lominaZis mier)

radioastronomiuli meTodebis gamoyenebam mzis fizikis Seswavlis saqmeSi mogvca axali

SesaZleblobani: jer erTi _ mzis atmosferos zeda fenebis Seswavla misi dabnelebis gareSe;

meore _ dakvirvebebis dakavSireba uSualod im procesebTan, romlebic gvaZleven korpuskulur

gamosxivebas; mesame _ dakvirvebebis warmoeba nebismier meteorologiur pirobebSi.

mzis radiodakvirvebebi garkveulwilad avsebs optikur gamokvlevaTa Sedegebs, zog SemTxvevaSi

ki warmoadgens informaciis miRebis erTaderT saSualebas. yuradRebas ipyrobs is, rom mzis

radiogamosxiveba orgvarad warmogvidgeba: `mSvidi~ mzisa da `SeSfoTebuli~ anu `sporaduli~

mzis saxeobebiT, aseve cnobilia maTi ganmasxvavebeli maxasiaTeblebic.

e.xaraZis erovnul astrofizikur observatoriaSi samzeo radiodakvirvebebi, optikur

dakvirvebebTan erTad, mimdinareobs 1957 wlidan metrian diapazonSi (λ=1,43m, f=210mgh);dakvirvebaTa
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xangrZlivoba yoveldRiurad 4-6 saaTia. 1957-2008 wlebisaTvis mopovebulia metad mdidari

dakvirvebiTi masala, romelic moicavs mzis aqtivobis 5 cikls ( maqsimumebi 1957-58, 1969-70, 1980-

81, 1990-91, 2000-01).

2007 wlidan dawyebulia axali ciklis aRmavlobis periodi.

im did masalaSi, romelic wlebis ganmavlobaSi dagvigrovda, kargad gamoxatulia, rom xmauris

qariSxali mWidro kavSirSia mzis laqebTan an laqaTa jgufTan. xSir SemTxvevaSi laqaTa jgufi,

romelsac Tan axlavs mzis radiogamosxivebis qariSxali, miekuTvneba E da F klass (laqaTa miRebuli

klasifikaciis Tanaxmad).

naSromSi ganxilulia aqtiuri areebis radiogamosxivebis Canawerebis damuSaveba. 500 sxvadasxva

Canaweridan moyvanilia 3 magaliTi, rogorc optikuri, aseve radiodakvirvebebisa. gamoTvlilia

sxvadasxva maxasiaTeblebi. dakvirvebiTi masalis analizis safuZvelze dadgenilia, rom umravles

SemTxvevaSi radiogamosxiveba dakavSirebulia laqaTa jgufTan, kerZod, xmauris qariSxali

warmoiqmneba rTuli konfiguraciis mqone laqaTa jgufebSi, didi laqebis zrdis procesSi. amasTanave,

radiodakvirvebebisa da didi laqaTa jgufebis magnituri nakadebis maqsimumi emTxveva erTmaneTs

erTi dRe-Ramis sizustiT. laqaTa jgufebis mZlavri magnituri nakadebi ki, Tavis mxriv, mZlavri

qromosferuli amofrqvevebis winapirobaa.

amave dros xmauris qariSxali mWidro kavSirs amJRavnebs laqaTa magnituri velebis daZabulobaTa

cvalebadobasTan.
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